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About
this report
The uvex group is pleased to present its first sustainability report, which provides an
overview of the wide-ranging activities uvex undertakes to boost sustainability for the

Over 15 chapters, this report provides information on the company, its

environment, employees and society in general. This includes the sustainable

protecting people mission, historical milestones, employees, cost-effectiveness,

development of all sub groups and is aimed at stakeholders in the company, including

social commitment and the relevant standards for suppliers and customers. The

those in the region, customers, business partners, employees, ministry representatives,

uvex group’s sustainability steering committee has placed special emphasis on the

authorities, associations and the general public.

clear presentation of ecological measures that have been implemented at the
(G4-18), (G4-19)

various manufacturing plants.
The impact of our activities on parameters in these areas is reflected in the data
which is collected each year. In addition, this report defines uvex’s sustainability targets
and for the first time publishes key figures on employees, the environment and sales.
Unless otherwise specified, the key figures relate to the entire uvex group and were
collected in close collaboration with the respective departments. Deviations and

(G4-20), (G4-21)

restrictions are indicated by the figures concerned.

The uvex group’s sustainability report 2014 is based on the stipulations given by the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) (essentially in accordance) and relate to the calendar
year from 1 January to 31 December 2014.
Some key figures and data have been prepared in relation to the financial year
(2013/2014) and will be updated on a regular basis.

uvex 1 safety shoe
The first safety shoe in Germany to be certified
according to the EU Ecolabel in 2013.
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Managing Partner’s foreword // Three pillars of responsibility

Dear Reader,
The core mission of our brands is protecting people. The health
and safety of people lies at the heart of our commitment and activities. We take responsibility, every single day, without compromise.
As a family of entrepreneurs, we stand for continuity and the
responsible use of social, environmental and financial resources.
These three pillars of sustainability are fundamental features
embedded in our DNA. Our aim is to be a leader in this area, as
we are in our various business sectors.
Shaping the future in a sustainable way together with our
employees is extremely important to me and my family. Our aim is
to operate successfully in a way that ensures future generations
inherit a viable environment. With our first sustainability report,
the uvex group invites you to discover more about what we have
achieved so far and also about the targets we have set ourselves
for the future.

Best wishes
Left to right: Leo Winter, Gabriele Grau, Lisa Winter, Alexa Grau, Rainer Winter, Michael Winter and Kira Grau

Michael Winter
Managing Partner of the uvex group
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Introduction from the CFO // Sustainable out of conviction

Dear Reader,
Everyone is talking about sustainability. Alongside environmental considerations,
there is also a social and economic dimension. For family companies such as
the uvex group, sustainability has been on the agenda since the start. Taking
responsibility for society and the environment is an integral part of the uvex group’s
company policy. This has been the case for almost 90 years. Sustainable growth is not
a tedious burden for uvex, but a matter close to our heart.
We have always taken a long-term view and are not driven by our quarterly results.
Our aim is to secure the future of uvex while maintaining independence as a company,
especially from banks. We know that our success lies in the hands of our employees.
This also means being fair and trusting towards our employees, ensuring we are a
reliable employer who offers long-term prospects within the company.
With this sustainability report, we want to show you that the uvex group lives and
breathes sustainably. We have taken a systematic approach, starting with the
uvex safety group, which is the largest division of the uvex group. As one of the first
suppliers of personal protective equipment (PPE) on the European market, we have
implemented a comprehensive sustainability concept. This has enabled us to
already acquire a great deal of experience. We will now gradually transfer this over to
the uvex sports group and Filtral.
I hope you enjoy reading the uvex group’s first sustainability report.

Sustainable
out of conviction

Best wishes
Georg Höfler
CFO of the uvex group
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Company profile // About us

About us
In line with its protecting people
philosophy, the uvex group offers
innovative, high-quality products

The management of the uvex group

Based on the uvex group employer brand,

worldwide to provide the best possible

consists of Rainer Winter (President),

the product brands of uvex, Alpina,

protection for sports, leisure and in the

Michael Winter (Vice President and

laservision, Heckel and Filtral have been

workplace. At the heart of this lies our

Managing Partner) and Georg Höfler

developed and advanced. Each has its own

manufacturing expertise, with the latest

(CFO). The headquarters of the global

identity and appeals to different target

technology and production techniques

group, which comprises 42 subsidiaries

groups. All of them have their own goals,

effectively combined with professional

in 19 countries, are located in Fürth,

values and strengths which make them

process and quality management.

Germany. Approximately 2,200 employees

unique in the market – and inspires our

work to ensure that people around the

customers. Together they fulfil the

The uvex group was founded in 1926 and

world can place their trust in the protection

protecting people promise and ensure

can look back on a successful history

that uvex products provide. International

the success of the group as a whole.

rooted in tradition. Today the family-owned

sales and distribution is handled by a

company is managed by the third

number of uvex subsidiaries and various

generation with Michael Winter as

distribution partners.

Managing Partner and his sister, Gabriele
Grau, as well as continued support from

The uvex group brings together three

their father, Rainer Winter. The business

globally active companies under one

succession of the company with the

roof: the uvex safety group, the

involvement of the fourth generation is

uvex sports group (with uvex sports and

already being planned today.

Alpina), and Filtral.
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Organisational structure
UVEX WINTER HOLDING GmbH & Co. KG Management

HOLDING
shareholders
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Winter
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UVEX WINTER HOLDING
Management GmbH

UVEX WINTER HOLDING
GmbH & Co. KG

Fürth/Germany; 100%

Fürth/Germany; 100%

l
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r
e
nt

HOLDING

u
a
briele Gr

Sub-groups

FILTRAL
GmbH & Co. Vertriebs
KG

UVEX SPORTS GROUP
GmbH & Co. KG

UVEX SAFETY GROUP
GmbH & Co. KG

Fürth/Germany;
100 %

Fürth/Germany;
100 %

UVEX SPORTS GROUP
Management GmbH

UVEX SAFETY GROUP
Management GMBH

FILTRAL
Management GmbH

Fürth/Germany;
100 %

Fürth/Germany;
100 %

Fürth/Germany;
100 %

Fürth/Germany;
100 %
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Company profile // About us

uvex sports group

uvex safety group

Sub group companies

Sub group companies
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ALPINA SPORTS GmbH
Sulzemoos/Germany; 100%

UVEX SPORTS
Management GmbH
Fürth/Germany; 100%

B-S-A Gesellschaft für
Kunststoffverarb.u.
–handel mbH
Obernzell/Germany; 90%

UVEX SAFETY Gloves
GmbH & Co. KG
Lüneburg/Germany; 100%

UVEX Safety New Zealand Ltd.
Auckland/New Zealand; 100%

UVEX SAFETY Textiles GmbH
Ellefeld/Germany; 100%

UVEX Safety Managmt.
SK s.r.o.
Prešov/Slovakia; 100%

ALPINA SPORTS Austria
GmbH & Co.KG
Neukirchen/Austria; 100%

UVEX CR s.r.o.
Nýrsko/Czech Republic;
100%

UVEX SPORTS Lederdorn
GmbH
Lederdorn/Germany; 100%

UVEX SAFETY Gloves
Management GmbH
Lüneburg/Germany; 100%

UVEX HECKEL s.a.s.
La Walck/France; 100%

UVEX SAFETY
Logistics GmbH
Schwabach/Germany; 100%

UVEX Safety SK k.s
Prešov/Slovakia; 100%

ALPINA SPORTS Austria
Management GmbH
Neukirchen/Austria; 100%

UVEX SPORTS Inc.
Cranston (RI)/USA; 100%

UVEX SPORTS Austria
GmbH & Co. KG
Wels/Austria; 100%

UVEX SAFETY Austria GmbH
Wels/Austria; 100%

UVEX ARBEITSSCHUTZ GMBH
Fürth/Germany; 100%

UVEX Safety Scandinavia AB
Höör/Sweden; 100%

LASERVISION
General Partner,LLC
Delaware/USA; 100%

ALPINA Optik + Sport AG
Ebmatingen/Switzerland;
100%

UVEX SPORTS JAPAN
Tokyo/Japan; 100%

UVEX SPORTS Austria
Management GmbH
Wels/Austria; 100%

UVEX Arbeitsschutz
(Schweiz) AG
Basel/Switzerland; 100%

UVEX SAFETY Polska
sp.z o.o.
Większyce/Poland; 100%

UVEX SAFETY SINGAPORE
PTE. LTD.
Singapore/SIngapore; 100%

LASERVISION USA,LP
St. Paul, (MN)/USA; 100%

UVEX (Schweiz) AG
Baar/Switzerland; 50%

UVEX SPR 000
St. Petersburg/Russia; 84%

UVEX SAFETY Polska
sp.z o.o.sp.k.
Większyce/Poland; 100%

Swedsafe AB
Höör/Sweden; 80%

UVEX Safety Hungaria
Management kft.
Budapest/Hungary; 100%

LASERVISION Management
GmbH
Fürth/Germany; 100%

UVEX ITALIA s.r.l.
Ceva/Italy; 100%

UVEX Safety Equipment
(Kunshan) Co., Ltd.
Kunshan/China; 100%

UVEX Safety Hungaria Bt.
Budapest/Hungary; 100%

LASERVISION
GmbH & Co. KG
Fürth/Germany; 100%

UVEX-CAGI s.r.l.
Ceva/Italy; 100%

UVEX SAFETY
INTERNATIONAL GMBH
Fürth/Germany; 100%

UVEX Bardejov Managmt., s.r.o.
Bardejov/Slovakia; 75%

UVEX Safety South Africa
(Pty.)Ltd.
Durban/South Africa; 100%

UVEX SAFETY ITALIA S.R.L..
Turin/Italy; 100%

UVEX Safety Managmt.,
CZ s.r.o.
Rychnov/Czech Republic; 100%

UVEX Bardejov, k.s.
Bardejov/Slovakia; 75%

UVEX Safety Australia Pty.Ltd.
Sydney/Australia; 100%

UVEX SAFETY (UK) Ltd.
Farnham/United Kingdom;
100%

UVEX Safety CZ, k.s.
Rychnov/Czech Republic;
100%

UVEX (Guangzhou) Safety
Co., Ltd.
Guangzhou/China; 70%

UVEX SPORTS
GmbH & Co. KG
Fürth/Germany; 100%

Company profi le // About us
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Multibrand
Company
uvex safety group

uvex sports group

Filtral

The uvex safety group is positioned as an

As a partner for specialist retailers in the

As a distribution partner of the European

innovative brand systems provider with

fields of sport and leisure, uvex offers

self-service retail trade, Filtral concentrates

international manufacturing expertise. With

innovative, high-quality collections and

on two areas of business:

seven strategic business units (SBU),

comprehensive services, as well as

uvex is one of the few companies in the

increasingly concentrating on digital

industrial health and safety sector to offer

system solutions to increase sales and

a complete head-to-toe range of products.

turnover.

Industries that are among the regular
Corporate Level

With uvex sports and Alpina, the

automotive/automotive suppliers,

uvex sports group’s activities focus on

chemicals and pharmaceuticals, mining,

three areas of business:

construction and trade as well as oil and
and systems are at the heart of uvex
activities:
Sub-group Level

uvex
sports
group

uvex
safety
group
uvex

Filtral
GmbH

Heckel
laservision

uvex

Alpina

Filtral

Brand Level

SBU Head: safety helmets – hearing
protection – breathing protection //
SBU Eyewear: safety eyewear //
SBU Occupational Health: prescription
safety spectacles – individual
hearing protection – orthopaedic
safety footwear // SBU Gloves:
safety gloves // SBU Footwear: safety
footwear // SBU Workwear: work
wear and protective clothing –
corporate fashion // SBU Laser
protection: laser safety eyewear and
curtains and windows

Their quality is checked in certified
laboratories and directly at

customers of the safety division include

gas. Industry-specific product solutions

sunglasses // reading aids

uvex’s testing center.
Innovation leadership in logistics and
merchandise presentation combined with

Winter sports: ski goggles – ski
helmets – sports eyewear –
protectors // Cycling: cycling
helmets – cycling eyewear //
Equestrian: riding helmets –
sports eyewear – riding gloves

procurement expertise, POS service and
the EDI connection give retailers a
framework within which they can achieve
above-average productivity from their
retail space and efficient processes. As
one of the leading eyewear providers in
Germany, Filtral is also developing the rest

As a partner for international top-level

of the European Economic Area with the

sport, uvex equips many professional

aim of leading the market as one of the

athletes worldwide. uvex sports operates

three largest providers in this category.

throughout the world and plays a decisive
role in shaping the uvex brand. The
uvex sports group strives to manufacture
its products in Germany where possible,
otherwise working with proficient partners.
Every uvex product is engineered in
Germany.

Company profile // About us

(G4-17)

Shareholdings >50%

(G4-17)

uvex holds a share of at least 50% in all subsidiaries:

Companies

Shareholding
in %

Companies

Shareholding
in %

UVEX WINTER HOLDING GmbH & Co. KG

100

UVEX CR s.r.o.

100

UVEX SAFETY GROUP GmbH & Co. KG

100

UVEX SAFETY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD.

100

UVEX SAFETY INTERNATIONAL GMBH

100

UVEX Bardejov k.s.

UVEX ARBEITSSCHUTZ GMBH

100

UVEX Safety Scandinavia AB

100

UVEX SAFETY Logistics GmbH

100

UVEX Safety Equipment (Kunshan) CO., Ltd.

100

UVEX SAFETY Textiles GmbH

100

UVEX Safety Hungaria Bt.

100

UVEX SAFETY Gloves GmbH & Co. KG

100

UVEX Safety New Zealand Ltd.

100

LASERVISION GmbH & Co. KG

100

UVEX SPR OOO

UVEX SAFETY South Africa (Pty.) Ltd.

100

UVEX SAFETY Austria GmbH

100

UVEX SAFETY Polska sp.z.o.o.sp.k.

100

UVEX SPORTS GROUP GmbH & Co. KG

100

UVEX SPORTS GmbH & Co. KG

100

UVEX (GUANGZHOU) SAFETY CO. LTD

70

75

84

UVEX SAFETY CZ k.s.

100

UVEX SPORTS Lederdorn GmbH

100

UVEX SAFETY SK k.s.

100

UVEX SPORTS Austria GmbH & Co. KG

100

LASERVISION USA, LP

100

UVEX SPORTS Inc.

100

UVEX SPORTS JAPAN Co., Ltd.

100

SWEDSAFE AB
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80

UVEX Safety Australia Pty. Ltd.

100

B-S-A Gesellschaft für Kunststoffverarbeitung und -handel mbH

90

UVEX ITALIA s.r.l.

100

ALPINA SPORTS Austria GmbH & Co. KG

UVEX CAGI s.r.l.

100

UVEX (Schweiz) AG

UVEX HECKEL France s.a.s.

100

ALPINA SPORTS GmbH

100

UVEX (UK) Ltd.

100

Alpina Optik + Sport AG

100

UVEX Arbeitsschutz (Schweiz) AG

100

FILTRAL GmbH & Co. Vertriebs KG

100

100
50

Company profi le // Facts and figures

50%

Facts & figures

Export ratio
Production facilities

64
Pate nts

w o r l d w i d e

Five plants in Germany as well as further sites in China,
Czech Republic, Italy, Slovakia, Sweden and the USA

Innovation
Lightest safety spectacles
(uvex super g: 18g),

in the

world

coating technology

Market position
uvex is a leading manufacturer of industrial safety eyewear and
laser protection glasses. In sport, uvex is a leading provider of
ski helmets, ski goggles, sports eyewear and riding helmets.

(flood coating),

plastic toe cap
Bamboo Twinﬂex® Technology

for safety footwear, cut protection safety gloves

featuring

variotronic technology, take-off
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,

technology and “+ technology”

Products

Products for protecting people in sports, leisure and the workplace
Founder:
Philipp M. Winter,
1926, Fürth, Germany

Owners: Grau and Winter families

Responsibility // protecting people
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protecting
people

Assuming
responsibility

protecting people is the uvex group’s mission. This philosophy
leads to the pledge of acting not only sustainably, but also with
social and environmental responsibility. Our principal focus is

The key to success is in the hands of our employees – in line with

on the protection of people. In order to live up to this claim, the

uvex’s business is people philosophy. uvex therefore offers its

company sets demanding standards for products and

employees appealing development and career possibilities as well

manufacturing plants, which must also be met by network

as a good work-life integration. Around 150 flexible working time

partners.

models make it possible to combine professional and private
targets effectively. Internal and external training programmes are
offered through our own uvex academy. By collaborating with our
employees in this way, we are able to get on top of the winner’s
podium in all areas.

Responsibility // protecting people

trusting

challenging and
supporting
entrepreneurial

professional

responsible
personal

Company values

Leadership values

Corporate and management values

Protection demands trust // Compliance guidelines

The uvex group’s corporate culture is influenced by our strong

Compliance with applicable prevailing laws is important to uvex.

shared corporate and management values. These are inextricably

Within the framework of existing compliance guidelines, all

linked as the foundation for our everyday working relationships

uvex group employees are obliged to observe the law. In addition,

between employees, customers and business partners.

uvex has a compliance organisation which comprises both

Responsible, entrepreneurial as well as challenging and

general and specialist compliance contacts. In this way, we

supporting – the corporate values that at the same time represent

ensure adherence to antitrust law, emissions laws, environmental

our management values. This is fortified by three additional

laws, competition law, tax legislation and product safety laws.

management values: professional, personal and trusting.

uvex’s exemplary compliance provisions mean that fines or
penalties have so far never been an issue.

The uvex group says “no” to all kinds
of corruption and bribery.

Protection
demands
trust
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Responsibility // protecting people

In addition to this report as a communication tool,
we engage with the following stakeholder groups
in a variety of different ways:
(G4-24), (G4-26)

ongoing dialogue,
trade fairs, websites

ongoing
dialogue

Surveys,
social media

Retailers
Consumers

ongoing
dialogue,
progress
reports

Our quest for ways to combine cost-effectiveness, environmental
awareness and social commitment effectively is not only relevant
for companies, consumers, customers, politics and science.
Ultimately every individual must play their part in ensuring that we
leave behind an environment for future generations which is both
viable and worth living. We therefore want to increase the

project
and
topic
related
discourse

Nongovernment
organisations

dialogue with our stakeholders.

Stakeholder
groups

f

Employees

Science

Trade
unions
Works
council

important first step.

regular
employee
surveys,
“Questions to
the management“,
durchblick
employee
magazine

project- related
discourse

Industry
associations

The uvex group’s sustainability report 2014 represents an

We want to be involved in different
committees and establish our own
networks with like-minded companies.

ny d i f

ent ways

Talking about sustainability

ma

er

(G4-25)

Suppliers

e interact in
W

Politics

collective
agreements

involvement

company agreements
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Responsibility // protecting people

top

NatioNaler

arbeitgeber

2014
DeutschlanDs
Beste
arBeitgeBer
im Vergleich
in Kooperation mit:

An example of our external efforts in relation to the topic of

A further important focus is the creation of an employer brand

emissions control is that we are in regular contact with both the

to ensure long-term employee loyalty and inspire the best

authorities and residents, because it is important to us that we

professionals to join the company. uvex is ultimately defined by

maintain a good relationship with those neighbouring our sites.

its people:

Internally, the “Questions to the management” function on our
intranet is popular with employees, who often use it to make

Your expertise, ideas, dedication
and team spirit all help
secure the uvex group’s success.

suggestions for ways of improving working conditions or making
energy savings as well as to gain further information on the
(G4-27)

strategic decisions taken by management. Every question or
comment is carefully reviewed, discussed and responded to by
the relevant person.
(G4-27)

Via interactive platforms such as the intranet and the durchblick
employee magazine, uvex directly engages with employees as
well as sharing their stories.
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Milestones // No future without a past

Family-run
company with
a long
tradition

1926

No future
without a past

uvex’s great success story begins in a small building in
Poppenreuth on the outskirts of Fürth: The company
founder Philipp M. Winter made the first safety goggles
here in 1926, which were elaborately crafted by hand.
Demand for these products soon extended beyond
labourers and craftsmen. By the 1930s, he was also
equipping athletes with ski and motorcycle goggles.

// 33
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As demand grew, so too did the range of products.
Philipp’s son Rainer joined the company to acquire his first
experience. Until this point, sunglasses had traded under
the Winter name, but Rainer developed the uvex brand.

Rainer Winter realised that “Winter” was not the best name
for sunglasses, and so he coined the “uvex” brand, based
on the quality seal for lenses – Ultra Violet EXcluded.
In 1956, the first uvex logo was developed and has been
regularly modernised and adapted to the latest brand
presence.

70s & 80s

1956

In the 1970s and 1980s, uvex established an
international reputation through the sporting
successes of Alpine skiers wearing uvex goggles,
and later helmets. This was the onset of the most
successful growth years. Internationalisation and
diversification were driven forward. The family
company with roots in Fürth started to sell products
worldwide and consistently advanced the
protecting people philosophy. uvex developed from
a safety eyewear specialist to a brand system provider
of head-to-toe safety equipment.

Marcus Ebner

Martina Ertl

Rosi Mittermaier

Bjarne Ries

Milestones // No future without a past

Milestones // No future without a past

The uvex academy was founded as the first privately
managed training centre in the field of occupational safety

is divided into market-oriented units. The following companies
were consequently created:
// UVEX SAFETY GROUP GmbH & Co. KG

2009

To establish a future-oriented group structure, UVEX WINTER OPTIK GmbH

2003

2001-2010

2005

and personal protective equipment (PPE).

// UVEX SPORTS GmbH & Co. KG
// ALPINA INT. Sport + Optik Vertr. Ges.mbH

UVEX WINTER HOLDING

uvex sports launched the new equestrian

UVEX WINTER HOLDING GmbH & Co. KG assumes responsibility

GmbH & Co. KG is chosen as one

product range. uvex received the “Brand of the century”

for the management of the group.

of the top employers among small

accolade for its concentrated and consistent

and medium-sized companies:

brand management of the ski goggles.

TOP Job Employer.

UVEX SPORTS GROUP GmbH & Co. KG was founded.

// FILTRAL GmbH & Co. Vertr. KG
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Launch of
uvex Core Range Winter,
a product range for the
freeride skiing community.

2013

2011

Milestones // No future without a past
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UVEX Safety Equipment (Kunshan) Co., Ltd.,
a manufacturing plant, is set up in China.
uvex established its own production facility
for safety eyewear in Kunshan, near
Shanghai, to more effectively meet the needs
of the Chinese and South-East Asian market.

Milestones // No future without a past
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Innovator
des Jahres 2013
Größenklasse B

uvex safety gloves continues to enjoy success on an international basis.
It therefore became necessary to expand the Lüneburg site at a double-digit million euro
cost, which represents the greatest investment in uvex’s history.

Almost 500 athletes from many different countries wore uvex products as they won 62 medals
at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, making uvex the most successful brand at the event.

2014

to be continued

For the first time, all partners and top

Diversification in equestrian

200 managers of the worldwide

continued, with riding gloves

uvex group came together at the

now added to the range alongside

uvex brand day to celebrate the uvex,

helmets and eyewear. In 2014,

Alpina, Filtral, Heckel and laservision

the uvex sports group acquired

brands at the Audi Forum in Ingolstadt,

the Schwenkel brand.

top

Through strategic partnerships and company acquisitions as well as

NatioNaler

attracting the best employees, the uvex group has been able to steadily

2014

cultivate expertise. The company has preserved the pioneering

arbeitgeber

DeutschlanDs
Beste
arBeitgeBer
im Vergleich

spirit to the present day and is one of the major brands to have helped
write industry’s history. The success story continued in 2014:
uvex was awarded the “Top national employer 2014” award for the

in Kooperation mit:

Germany. The first uvex Brand Book
was also presented to all employees.

commitment it shows to its employees.

Employees // Living and working sustainably
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Guaranteed
future

Success

We
are uvex

Business
is people

Employees

Peak
Performance

Engaged, motivated employees with
innovative strength and professional
expertise are the key to success
and ensure uvex remains competitive in
the continually growing and rapidly
changing international markets.
With comprehensive health management, further training options and work-life

Business
is people

integration, the uvex group is giving something back to employees in return for their
dedication. The aim is to increase long-term retention through measures that enhance
the renumeration, workplace environment and health of employees.

Employees // Living and working sustainably
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Fringe benefits
Good employers are characterised by a whole host of different criteria. In addition to
salary, factors such as values, further training and work-life integration play a decisive
role. The uvex group offers its employees a range of advantages, including fringe
benefits, which are voluntary services from the employer.
Overview of benefits

Holiday allowance // Christmas bonus // Contributions to
private asset creation – company pension // Lifelong working
time accounts // Demographic contribution (pay-scale
employees) // Incapacity insurance // Age-related
time off // 30 days’ annual leave entitlement // Marriage and
birth bonus // Special holiday allowance for marriage –
children’s marriage – anniversaries – births – moving house //
Paid leave in the event of family bereavement // Anniversary
bonus // Group accident/luggage insurance // Security for
business travel: online booking portal – travel and travel risk
management // Support when moving house: rent
subsidy for double household costs – agency fees – moving
expenses // Further training subsidies // Staff shop //
Nursery subsidies // Company cars // Parking subsidies
(company car users) // Continuation of payments in the event
of death // Subsidised lunch in the uvexeria (Fürth) //
Company subscription to the transport association for the
Greater Nuremberg area and Fürth // Sports activities //
Preventative medical check-ups

Components of
health management
Occupational health and safety
Company integration management
Promotion of health
Corporate management
Human resources
Social services
Employee involvement

Health management // Work-life integration
uvex’s health management comprises a broad spectrum of measures and is therefore
one of the key pillars of strategic personnel management.
The uvex group’s health steering committee is systematically establishing a health
management structure with the aim of creating a healthy workplace and organisation.
For example, there are many internal employee sports teams meeting on a regular
basis, such as uvex horse riding club, uvex running group and the uvex football team.
Taster classes offered by employees for employees to try out activities such as
archery are also extremely popular.
In addition, health insurance companies also regularly run health campaigns such as the
AOK’s “cycle to work” scheme.
A total of 79 uvex group staff (2013: 54 employees) from the Fürth, Lederdorn and

These wide-ranging services apply throughout the uvex group, but can vary from

Nyrsko sites took part in the 2014 Fürth company race. The uvex group covers the entry

company to company.

costs for this and other fitness events.

Employees // Living and working sustainably

Measures // Occupational health and safety
The uvex group regularly reviews and improves its practices to ensure the best-possible
occupational health and safety as well as social security for its employees.

Company integration management: established processes as
part of occupational health management // Health steering
committee // Workplace environment analyses: moderated
workshop for collating and dealing with mental and physical
pressures in the workplace // Wide range of measures to
promote healthy living as part of occupational health
management – “Move Europe Partner” award from the
European Commission // Risk assessments // Regular
inspections // Measurements in the workplace: air – noise –
lighting // Workplace safety committee meetings //
Consultation for occupational safety // uvex sports day //
uvex health day // Safety officer forum // AEDs (using
automated external defibrillators)
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uvex sports day
2014
uvex sports day 2014
The uvex sports day takes place each year and gives employees from across
Germany the chance to try out a variety of different sports while putting uvex products
through their paces. The uvex sports day improves employee satisfaction, cohesion
and motivation as well as being good for health.

//  Employees are given a choice of
traditional and fashionable sport disciplines
or team-based activities outdoors.
The variety of sporting challenges offer the perfect team building opportunity, improving
relationships with colleagues while also being great fun. The uvex sports day always
ends with a party event in the evening.

Employees
Mitarbeiter //
// Living
Nachhaltig
and working
leben und
sustainably
arbeiten

We live
responsibility
Further training // Challenging and supporting
This is about more than just career opportunities (professional and management career
path), as the uvex group also considers the personal development of employees to be
extremely important. The uvex group is above all addressing the management value of
challenging and supporting in the area of further training. Discussions are held with
employees on a regular basis, in which both their personal and professional continued
development is planned together. A particular focus is on ensuring the measures are
specifically tailored to the individual needs of each employee.
Family friendly // Flexible responses
Being family friendly is firmly embedded in our corporate culture. The uvex group

A wide range of further training options are generally available. This includes

supports employees in striking the right balance between their work and private lives,

“Wissen begeistert” (enthusiastic about knowledge), which is training given to

and between career and family.

employees by employees on their respective areas, such as controlling, supply chain
management and IT, as well as language and computer courses, specialist training

// 150 different working time models allow flexibility for

measures devised for the individual departments and a cross-mentoring programme
for the managers of the future.

part-time workers, parents or “mini-jobbers”.
// A special programme has been developed
Further benefits:

School holiday child care in cooperation with the Fürth
Alliance for Families at the Fürth site // Child care on the Day
of Prayer and Repentance (Buß und Bettag) // Nursery
places // Participation in girls’ and boys’ day

for high-potential employees in the uvex group:
the goldfish pond.
This 18-month qualification programme is a chance to develop and enhance the
potential of employees, shaping the specialists and managers of the future from our own
ranks. uvex also offers other qualification programmes concentrating on sales and IT.
Managers also regularly attend training programmes.
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uvex academy // Employee qualification
Employees from all business areas systematically gain qualifications at our own
uvex academy. Through continuous learning and direct application of theory in practice,
uvex is creating experts for different areas of our business. For example, an intensive
three-stage qualification and training programme for uvex safety group’s sales staff is a
core part of uvex’s advisory expertise.

Risk analysis and
workplace assessment

Management expertise

Programme // Qualifications and training

Dual study programme, Bachelor of Arts, qualifications for:
industrial managers – technical product designers – process
mechanics for plastic and rubber technology – process
mechanics for coating technology – technical warehousing
specialists – warehouse logistics specialists // Management
training programmes // Next-generation management
training: goldfish pond // Programmes to develop high-
potential employees in uvex academy: wide range of various
training // Extensive professional qualification options //
“enthusiastic about knowledge” – training for uvex employees
by uvex employees on specific topics

uvex
employee
qualification

Systems and tools

Advisory expertise

Product training
Specialist
professional training
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The uvex academy’s
training activities
for employee qualification
Systems and tools

Product training

Examples
¤ e-Commerce
¤ SAP system
¤ Office applications
¤ Internal programmes

Examples
¤ Safety eyewear
¤ Foot protection
¤ Textiles
¤ Hearing protection
¤ Hand protection

Risk analysis and
workplace assessment
Examples
¤ Legal situation in
industrial health and safety
¤ Norms and regulations
¤ Training safety officers
¤ First aid (training and
refresher courses)

Guidelines for working together // Equality
For the uvex group, an employee’s background, gender or origin are of no consequence.
The job will go to the best candidate. As part of our equality strategy, the uvex group has
firmly established the following rules and actions:

Management expertise

Advisory expertise

Examples
¤ Innovation training
¤ Technology workshops
¤ Cooperation partner
for training
¤ Train the trainer
¤ „Wissen begeistert“

Examples
¤ To present perfectly
¤ Safety Expert System
¤ Telephone training
¤ Language style
¤ Meeting strategies

Specialist professional
training sessions
Examples
¤ Hot runner technology
¤ Robot applications for
injection moulding process
¤ Thuringian interface and
surface technology days
¤ Modular coating
technology concepts

Development of managers // Personal and trusting
Management level 1

Management level 2

Module 1: Management personality (2 days)
Module 2: Shared understanding of management and uvex values (2 days)
Module 3: Change management (2 days)
Module 4: Employee review, part 1 (2 days)
Module 5: Employee review, part 2 (2 days)
Module 6: Work-life balance (2 days)

Module 1: Management personality (2 days)
Module 2: Shared understanding of management and uvex values (2 days)
Module 3: Employee review, part 1 (2 days)
Module 4: Employee review, part 2 (2 days)

Special topics for management levels 1 & 2 (mixed)
Special topic 1: Product group management // Creativity // Innovation (6 days)

Men and women receive same salary for same job (award
as part of Logib-D equal pay for men and women in
companies – Germany from the German Federal Ministry
of Family Affairs) // Involvement in project “Gender-oriented
competence management” in the metropolitan region //
Mutual respect, honesty and integrity are embedded in the
uvex group’s compliance guidelines // Respect for personal
dignity, the private sphere and every individual’s personal
rights // Working together with men and women of different
nationalities – cultures – religions – skin colours // No
tolerance for discrimination and sexual or other types of
personal harassment and offence
Employment policy // Working in partnership
The uvex group’s employment policy focuses on establishing long-term,
reliable partnerships.

E.L e-Learning for management levels 1 & 2 (mixed)
“Business is people” refresher course (1x per quarter)

// Employees should be rewarded fairly for

their performance, which is why
fair market renumeration is a given at uvex.
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Opportunities
As local manufacturer with mainly regional procurement, we have

The greatest potential for reducing carbon emissions is in the

identified responsible water use, a sustainable energy supply,

areas of packaging, logistics and manufacturing.

climate protection and the sustainable use of resources as core
challenges with regard to the environment.

When customers choose a uvex product, they know it has been
“Made in uvex*”. For the uvex group, “Made in uvex” means

Through a variety of eco-friendly measures in production, in

focussing on our own production plant, of which many are in

the procurement of energy, recycling and water as well as more

Germany or elsewhere in Europe. We control and manage the

efficient use, for example, we want to play a significant role in

majority of our value chain.

the protection of the environment.

Made in uvex*

Energy & climate

Carbon footprint

Water & waste water

Waste & recycling

Made in uvex*

Industrial &
product safety

Sustainable
product concept

Social responsibility

Ecology // Opportunities

uvex safety
Cagi
Energy & climate

Swedsafe
Carbon
footprint

Lederdorn
Water &
waste water

Obernzell
plant
(BSA)

Waste &
recycling

uvex
Kunshan

uvex safety
logistics

Made in uvex

Industrial &

uvex safety
gloves

product safety

Sustainable
product concept

uvex safety
textiles

Social responsibility

uvex group,
Fürth
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uvex safety Cagi

Swedsafe

 Safety footwear
 Dual-density rubber injection
 PU technology (PU mono,
PU double, PU rubber)

 Disposable ear plugs

Energy & clim

ate

UVEX-CAGI S.R.L. is a subsidiary of the uvex safety group

SwedSafe is a subsidiary of the uvex safety group and

and a manufacturing facility for safety footwear. The company’s

manufacturing site for hearing protection. The company’s

ultra-modern production site with its own research and

ultra-modern production site with its own research and

development department is based in Ceva, Italy.

development department is based in Höör, Sweden.

Made in uvex

Energy & clim

 Reduction in energy consumption by 12% since 2008.

 Manufactured in Europe

 Energy savings of 24,000 kWh following

 Short transportation routes

introduction of a new lighting system

 Material supplied via Italian ports

 Only 1.6 kWh energy used for one pair of shoes

 Energy consumption reduced by 45%
over the past five years
 3.6 kWh energy used for manufacturing
1,000 pairs of earplugs

Industrial & pro
Carbon footpr

ate

Made in uvex

 90% of raw and packaging materials are sourced
from local Swedish suppliers
 First company in the PPE sector to be audited and
certified in accordance with ISO 26000

duct safety

int

Carbon footpr

int

Industrial & pro

duct safety

 uvex list of prohibited hazardous substances since 2009
 Reduction of carbon emissions by 18%
(= 30,000 kg CO2 each year)
 Switch to environmentally-friendly solar power
 Reduction of CO2 output by more than 65 tonnes

 Independent monitoring

 Energy comes from wind and hydroelectric power

 No work-related accidents in 2014

 Free from pollutants

 0% fossil fuels

 No harmful substances in our products

(e.g. use of chromium(VI)-free bleached leather)

 70% eco-energy

 Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems
in accordance with OHSAS 18001

Sustainable

product conc

 0 litres of waste water
 Rainwater reused in sanitary facilities
 Switched majority of parting agents to solvent-free systems

 All suppliers and business partners are bound to

 0 litres of waste water

the uvex social standard
 Oeko-Tex@Standard 100 for particular products

ing
Waste & recycl
Social respo

nsibility

 25% less manufacturing waste
and re-used in production each year

 1.9 litres of water used for manufacturing
1,000 pairs of earplugs

 Packaging from recycled materials

 In total, 30 tonnes of plastic waste are recycled

 Refill quota of more than 50%

ept

 0.25 litres of water per pair of safety shoes

member of the CFP Cebano Monregalese School in Ceva, Italy

 Saved 85% on plastic film and 50% on cardboard boxes
 Disposable hearing protection, which can be burned
without residue for disposal -> cleaned with water
(no aggressive cleaning agents required)

Waste & recycl

ing
Social respo

nsibility

 75% of waste generates new energy
 25% of waste is recycled
 No hazardous waste

 Commitment to children and young people as a passive

ept

water
Water & waste

water
Water & waste
Sustainable

product conc

 Increasingly replacing blister packs with paper packaging
 Developing measures to reduce plastic use

 90% of our assembly work is carried out by
people with disabilities
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uvex group, Fürth
 PC spectacles
 Goggles – dual component
 3-component eyewear parts
 Laser safety eyewear
 Coating technologies
 Plastic bump caps
 Ski goggle lenses

Filtral
highlights

Energy optimisation
of existing window
and gate systems
as well as skylights

The uvex group headquarters in the Bavarian town of Fürth has
developed into a centre of expertise for the manufacture of

Installation of new
heating technology with
> 25% energy-saving
potential (replace
two old plants)

safety eyewear, from the plastic frames to coated lenses. The
uvex product development team works to put ideas into practice
and bring projects in the area of coatings to life. Mechanical,
optical and functional properties are continually tested in our
Installation of
touch-sensitive
switches for windows
(cooling systems)

own laboratory.

Energy & clim

ate

 Cooling and air conditioning concept:

Made in uvex

 In-house production ratio for safety eyewear is 88%

saving 542 MWh/a = 135 households
 Halving the coating and solvent use in the flood cells
 Thermal insulation in the injection moulding machines,

Restructuring
Filtral

Industrial & pro

duct safety

Timely replacement
of outdated light
technology

so that less waste heat and electrical heating is required
 Heat recovery system in plastic injection
moulding production to generate process heat

 No harmful substances in our products
 Compliance with Occupational Health and
Risk Management System (OHRIS)

Carbon footpr

int

 uvex group uses TÜV-certified eco-energy
 CO2 savings of 8,248 tonnes per year

 For many years, only very few minor accidents reported
at work and well below industry average

Sustainable

product conc

Climate-neutral
production

Project
Togo
by Filtral

ept

Fully offsetting carbon
emissions by supporting
climate protection
project in Togo, Africa

 Clean energy predominantly comes from
hydroelectric power in Norway

 Product options available that use renewable raw materials,
e.g. uvex pheos eyewear and helmets

water
Water & waste
Social respo

nsibility

 Establishing a closed-loop water cycle in the
plastic injection moulding plant, with the aim of
reducing water consumption in manufacturing process

 Long-standing cooperation with
Dambacher Werkstätten für behinderte Menschen
(Dambach workshops for people with disabilities)

Waste & recycl

ing

 Restructuring waste concept to use some
plastic waste in production

Rebuilding school,
streets and bridges.
Establishing an
alternative
electricity supply.

Nature conversation
area of 1,000 hectares
designated and
reforested
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uvex safety
gloves

uvex safety
logistics

 Safety gloves

 Central warehouse
for Arbeitsschutz
at Schwabach site in
Germany
UVEX SAFETY Gloves GmbH & Co. KG is the uvex safety group’s
centre of expertise for safety gloves. The Lüneburg site includes
SBU management, design and development, production,
commercial areas and sales management.

Energy & clim

ate

 Maximum insulation for

Made in uvex

Energy & clim

 In-house production ratio for safety gloves is 70%

new safety glove manufacturing hall
 Reworked lighting concept
to reduce lamps by 50%

ate

 Change lighting system (energy saving: 70,000 kWh/a)
 Building insulation

Industrial & pro

duct safety

Made in uvex

 Energy recovery from high rack forklifts

Industrial & pro

duct safety

 Loading bays insulated to reduce heating requirements

 Waste heat utilisation
 Compliance with the OHRIS/LV 21 work safety
int
Carbon footpr

management system

Carbon footpr

int

Sustainable

product conc

 No work-related accidents in 2014
 No harmful substances in our products

 Load management to reduce electricity consumption

water
Water & waste
product co
Sustainable

ncept

water
Water & waste

 Use of bio-based fibres for some safety gloves
 Separation of wash processes
for uvex phynomic safety gloves

which incorporate bamboo

Waste & recycl

ing

 Oeko-Tex@Standard 100 for particular products
 Optimised and recyclable packaging

Waste & recycl

ing

 Installation of a deburring finishing system - no longer
need to use solvents when cleaning the injection moulds
 New paste disposal concept; no hazardous waste

Social respo

nsibility

Social respo

nsibility

ept
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uvex safety
textiles

uvex Kunshan

 Work clothing
 Protective clothing
 Functional clothing
 Corporate fashion
As a centre of expertise with particular focus on textile
PPE products, uvex safety textiles has positioned itself as
a provider of individual customer system solutions and

 Injection moulding and assembly
centre of expertise for Asia region
 Concentration on high-quality
injection-moulded parts and products as well as surface treatment
 Step-by-step expansion of
tool making and R&D functions
(injection moulding and product)

innovative protective clothing concepts.

Energy & clim

ate

Made in uvex

heating efficiency by 50%

duct safety

 Saving of 70.000 kWh/a
 Use of ventilation system

 Low temperature heating system for building
 Optimise energy management of heating/

German energy standards (double glazing, insulation)

 Prepare waste heat utilisation of air compressor

Risk Management System (OHRIS)

Sustainable

product conc

Carbon footpr

int

ing

 Procure product components and packaging material
in area near to production

Industrial & pro

duct safety

air conditioning for heating as is the norm in the country
(Global Organic Textile Standard) certified cotton
 Use of recycled polyester from PET bottles

water
Water & waste

 Closed cooling circuit for tool and hydraulics cooling
Social respo

Sustainable

product conc

 Energy-efficient underfloor heating instead of

 Oeko-Tex@Standard 100 for particular products

Waste & recycl

Made in uvex

ept

 Use of rain water for toilet flushing
reducing sealed surface area

eyewear for the Chinese market, specifically meeting the

for heat recovery through heat exchange

 Collection 26 with GOTS

 Enable rainwater drainage by

(Kunshan, China) Co., Ltd. The new plant manufactures safety

 Compliance with Occupational Health and

air conditioning/ventilation

water
Water & waste

manufacturing plant outside Europe with UVEX Safety Equipment

 Prevent loss of heat in winter by creating ports
between gates for transportation

 No work-related accidents in 2014
 No harmful substances

int
Carbon footpr

ate

 Create manufacturing plant in line with
Industrial & pro

In autumn 2014, the uvex safety group established its first

needs of Chinese customers.

Energy & clim

 Modernisation to improve energy use of
buildings and heating systems to raise
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nsibility
Waste & recycl

 Employer in structurally weak area

ing

Social respo

nsibility

ept
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Obernzell plant
(BSA)
 uvex/Alpina cycling helmet
production (in-mould technology)
 uvex/Alpina ski helmet
production (in-mould technology)
 uvex riding helmet production
(in-mould technology)

Energy & clim

ate

Lederdorn
 uvex/Alpina ski goggles
 uvex/Alpina sports eyewear
and sunglasses
 uvex/Alpina ski helmets
 uvex riding helmets
 Full vision safety goggles
The Obernzell plant (BSA) manufactures for uvex and

The following products are manufactured at the

Alpina cycling and ski helmets. This applies internally developed

uvex sports group’s Lederdorn manufacturing plant:

and innovative production methods, such as the in-mould

ski helmets, riding helmets, sports eyewear, ski goggles and

construction for riding helmets.

full vision safety goggles (assembly by teleworkers).

Made in uvex

Energy & clim

 New thermoforming machines (electricity saving of 38%)

 In-house production ratio for cycling helmets is 82%

 Change lighting (motion sensors, LED lamps)

 In-house production ratio for riding helmets is 99%

 Programme change for foam machines

 In-house production ratio for ski helmets is 72%

(energy saving by reducing idle running)

 Change lighting

Made in uvex

 In-house production ratio for cycling helmets is 82%

(motion sensors, energy-saving lamps)

 In-house production ratio for riding helmets is 99%
 In-house production ratio for ski helmets is 72%

Carbon footpr
Industria

Carbon footpr

ate

int

ety
l & product saf

Industrial & pro

duct safety

int

water
Water & waste
Sustainable

product conc

water
Water & waste

ept

 Used water (water-saving toilet flush systems;
water tap sensors)
Social respo

ing
Waste & recycl

nsibility
Waste & recycl

ing

 Training in safety at work (team leaders, HR managers)
 Revise fire protection concept

Sustainable

product conc

ept

 Switch to water-soluble paints
 In-house manufacturing of lenses
(transportation costs, environmental footprint)

 Other external packaging (reuse in warehouse)

 Separate production waste to reuse proportion
 Switch coffee machines
(disposal of Nespresso capsules)

Social respo

nsibility

 Consciously establishing sites in structurally weak areas,
promote teleworking
 Introduce occupational health management structure
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Customers and suppliers // Setting standards

Standards for
customers
and suppliers

protecting people is not just our pledge
to customers, but also applies to our
employees and the staff of our business
partners.

Our principle:
respect for others

Since being founded in 1926, the

Our corporate policy also covers working

uvex group has integrated key ethical

with companies who respect the basic

principles into our corporate policy. The

human rights and freedom of their

uvex group expects this same commitment

employees in completing their activities.

to be made by all its business partners.

In view of this, the uvex safety group has
acted as pioneer by creating a catalogue
of 12 core demands, which business
partners must also apply.
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Organisation supply chain
Supply chain
Customers
Waste disposal*

Distribution

Obligation to customers
Central warehouse
Obligation to own employees

protecting people
Recycling

Obligation to business partners’ staff

(G4-26)

Customer requirements // Identify and
take into account
Whether for sports, leisure or in the
workplace: The uvex group offers a diverse
product programme which is based on

The social standard is based on the

the needs of customers, in order to fully

specifications set out by the International

meet their requirements. The uvex group

Labour Organization (ILO), which form the

effectively handles challenges such as

foundation for all common social standards,

global changes, new regulations and

such as Social Accountability SA 8000.

new customer requirements in the
following ways:

The appendix includes detailed information
on the uvex safety group’s social standard
(as of September 2006), which will in
future apply to the entire uvex group.

Customer surveys // Discussions
with suppliers, competitors and
employees // Collaborations with
universities and research institutions //

Reuse

Internal workshops to generate
ideas // Regular participation in
conferences, trade fairs and
exhibitions // Company-wide
communication platforms //
Publications in scientific journals //
Membership in industry and
professional associations //
Collaboration with external
development partners // Membership
in standards committees //
Exchanges with international teams of
experts // Generating trend and
scenario analyses // Information and
experience exchanges with virtual
user communities

production
Suppliers

* PPE cannot be recycled due to legal regulations,
so they must be disposed of in an energy-effective way.

The uvex group intends to increasingly integrate sustainable activities in the entire
supply chain: from the raw materials, production, storage and transport, all the way to the
end customer. Only by working together with suppliers, customers and partners the
sustainability targets we have set ourselves can be achieved.
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Product // Green and innovative

Product
highlights
Trust is required
for effectively
working together
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Highlights

Use
of
bio-based plastics

List of prohibited hazardous substances // Safety first

in eyewear and head departments
Example: uvex pheos blue series

The uvex group does not use any hazardous substances in accordance with the REACH
Regulation and has established its own additional list of banned harmful substances
(applies to all products manufactured by UVEX SPORTS GROUP GmbH & Co. KG and
UVEX SAFETY GROUP GmbH & Co. KG after August 2012).

// It is the uvex group’s corporate policy to

E

x

a

m

p

l

e

:

Collection 26
Use of organic cotton and recycled polyester

uvex 1 safety shoe
EU Ecolabel:
certified with the

Ecological impact on entire product

manufacturing process

only offer products that are free
from hazardous substances that harm
neither the user nor the environment.
As PPE products are in direct contact with
the skin, the uvex safety group
always adheres to the most stringent
criteria that exceed applicable EU directives.
The uvex group’s suppliers are obligated to also stay within the harmful substances
threshold values beyond standard legal requirements.

Transport // Green Logistics
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Green
logistics
The uvex group plays its part in reducing the environmental
impact of its transport by working with logistics partners
who have modern, energy-efficient vehicle fleets in line with
the latest European norms. In addition, financial contributions
are made by the logistic service providers to support the
reforestation programmes.
Where possible, the uvex group prioritises a transport mode mix

Transport

that is carbon emission optimised (for example, sea rather than
air freight and railway rather than road transport).

Transport // Green Logistics

Fleet // Bonus for green company cars
The uvex group has introduced a bonus-malus system for its
company car owners, which is linked to carbon emissions and is
based on the legal climate change objectives.

// Vehicle users are granted a bonus if
Case study
Carbon neutral parcel shipment by the uvex group via the GLS
Group (excluding Alpina).

they choose low-emission vehicles,
but if the vehicle is particularly polluting,
they will have to pay a supplement.

Each year, the uvex group dispatches around 450,000 parcels
through the GLS ThinkGreenService. In 2008 GLS launched its

Since August 2013, the uvex group has implemented a neutral

ThinkGreen environmental initiative with the aim of promoting the

corridor of 120 g to 130 g CO22, outside of which either a bonus

responsible use of resources, reducing emissions and optimising

or penalty is issued. For example, if a car has emissions of just

waste disposal, especially cardboard. In order to offset the

110 g, the employee will receive a monthly payment or can select

generated carbon emissions, uvex makes payments to GLS in

additional special equipment. By contrast, if they choose to drive

support of its investment in externally-certified reforestation

a car with emissions in excess of 130 g, they must either

projects.

personally pay a supplement or do without special equipment.
In this way, uvex is raising awareness among vehicle users to
consider the environment when making their choice.
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People, environment
and society
are a responsibility

Our social commitment

o

Rainer Winter
Foundation

l
c ia

and envir

ent

si

g

People
are at the
heart of what
we do

Commissioning and
procurement
in area around
Nuremberg

al respo
n
b il

Ple
d

ity

School
holiday child
care and
nursery

o

nm

Partner
of workshops
for people
with
disabilities

f acting with
o
e
s

Various
sustainability
initiatives

Commitments
in the
region

In line with protecting people philosophy,
the uvex group’s principal focus is on the
protection of people. This philosophy leads
to the pledge of acting with social and
environmental responsibility.

Donations
for regional
projects
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With its headquarters in Fürth, Germany,
the uvex group makes a considerable
contribution to the regional economy. Our
commitment in the region includes
supporting Stadttheater Fürth (municipal
theatre), the Ludwig-Erhard Foundation,
the beach volleyball tournament and other
local activities, as well as regular donations
to regional projects. The uvex group is
therefore a strong force in the cultural and
social sphere of the region.

// Regionalism plays a major part in commissioning

and procurement. Where possible, the uvex group
works with skilled manufacturing businesses,
equipment manufacturers and service providers
located in the region around Nuremberg.

The uvex group is involved in a number
of sustainability initiatives, including Global
Compact and Local Agenda 21.
In its manufacturing processes, the
company is a long-term trusted partner
of institutions for people with disabilities,

Rainer Winter Foundation

such as the Dambacher Werkstätte für

The uvex group also takes social

Behinderte. By offering child care in the

responsibility through its Rainer Winter

school holidays and nursery places,

Foundation, which has the goal of

uvex supports the reconciliation of

providing swift and unbureaucratic help for

career and family.

needy, sick and disabled children all over
the world. This important work is now
being continued by the third generation of
the family, with ongoing support from
employees, customers and suppliers.
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Valueoriented
growth
The vision of the uvex group is to be a leader of innovation in the uvex world, achieve
value-oriented global growth and be on the winner’s podium in all our areas of activities
and market sectors. Value follows innovation!
The principal objective is to maintain independence as a family company, especially
independence from banks. For uvex, the core focus is not short-term profit
maximisation, but rather value orientation.

Value
follows
innovation!
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In order to successfully survive in the face of global competition in the long term, we
must follow a path for sustainable growth. The internationalisation of our business and
development of non-domestic sales in all business areas is a top priority.

As is maintaining the optimum balance in the growth-return-risk triangle of forces. In
this way, the right risk-appropriate interest rate of the required capital we use
will ensure the survival of the company, providing job security for our workforce and
putting the company in a stable position so it can continue to operate efficiently
even in difficult times.

// As a family company,
to be continued

the uvex group is not directly subject
to capital market forces.
This allows the uvex group to hold values that go beyond simply being profitable.
For the company, the shareholder value also includes non-financial categories, which is
reflected in our philosophies and value system.

Return

Risk

Growth

uvex is
our future

Key figures,
employees,
ecology
& sales
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Key economic indicators // sales
National and international sales share
uvex group sales including
all consolidated companies
(in EUR million)

2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014
%

uvex - group
Year-on-year change (%)

330

331

343

365

9%

0%

3,8%

6,4%

218,7

238,6

248,0

260,9

17%

9%

3,9%

5,2%

118,0

98,7

101,3

111,1

-4%

-16,4%

2,7%

9,6%

%

%

%

of which
safety group
Year-on-year change (%)
uvex sports and leisure segment
Year-on-year change (%)

Sales breakdown by division

2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

51%

51%

51%

50%

49%

49%

49%

50%

2011

2012

2013

2014

2.051

2.086

2.238

2.331

1.104

1.157

1.218

1.246

947

929

1.020

1.085

28,7%

29,3%

28,7%

28,1%

in %
National
International

Employees worldwide by type of employment

%

%

%

%

uvex group
of whom
2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

Salaried employees
Industrial and trade employees

in %
safety group

66%

72%

72%

71%

uvex sports // Alpina // Filtral

34%

28%

28%

29%

Of which outside Germany (%)
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Key staff indicators // Employees
Employees worldwide by division

Employees worldwide by division (cont.)

Holding

sports group
2011

2012

2013

2014

2011

2012

2013

2014

136

144

156

174

732

700

779

783

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

125

11

133

11

146

10

163

11

286

406

290

410

287

492

278

505

Filtral

safety group
2011

2012

2013

2014

2011

2012

2013

2014

1.143

1.202

1.261

1.330

40

40

42

43

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

of whom
salaried
employees

of whom
industrial
and trade
employees

665

478

705

497

756

505

796

534

28

12

29

11

29

13

30

13

Employees by gender (in Germany)

2011

2012

2013

2014

Male

756

764

839

874

Female

707

710

757

801

uvex group
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Management structure by gender (in Germany)
Employee structure by age (in Germany)

2011

2012

2013

2014

11,6%

12,3%

14%

16,5%

Employees aged between 31 and 40

20,9%

21,6%

22,5%

23,4%

Employees aged between 41 and 50

28,7%

28,7%

28,5%

28,2%

Employees aged between 51 and 60

27,9%

27,8%

27%

25,7%

Employees aged over 60

10,9%

9,6%

8,1%

6,1%

14,2

13,6

12,5

11,3

46

45,4

44,6

43,4

in %
Employees aged up to 30

2011

2012

2013

2014

Male

85%

84%

83%

82%

Female

15%

16%

17%

18%

in %

in years
Average time with company (years)
Average age of all employees

Average sick leave rate worldwide

2011

2012

2013

2014

2%

1,9%

2%

2,9%

in %

Percentage of foreign nationals in German workforce

2011

2012

2013

2014

4,1

4,3

4,5

4,6

in %

Average staff turnover rate worldwide

2011

2012

2013

2014

4,8%

5,1%

3,8%

3,2%

in %
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Environmental indicators
Number of apprentices (in Germany)
2011

2012

2013

2014

1,05

1,19

1,11

0,98

1,695

1,832

1,793

1,63

0,07

0,07

0,12

0,25

Direct recycling (kg)

0,092

0,107

0,133

0,124

Energy recycling (kg)

0,181

0,162

0,128

0,163

Consumption per pair or unit
Safety footwear (uvex Cagi)
CO2 [kg]
Electricity (kWh)
Water (litres)

2011

2012

2013

2014

19

20

26

36

uvex group

After installation of an automatic filter system for
volatile organic chemicals (VOC) in 2012, measures to reduce
In line with our business is people philosophy, the uvex group is constantly enhancing

electricity consumption were abolished. However, VOC emissions

the training it offers young people and aims to provide them with a future career after qualification.

only account for 10% of the regulatory threshold, but approximately 30% of electricity is

As a rule, uvex takes on all apprentices.

generated by a photovoltaic system. Optimisation of automatic filter system from 2014.
As a result of a change in the production method
by using inserts to optimise mechanical properties,

Number of accidents (in Germany)

the overall recycling volume has increased.

2011

2012

2013

2014

12,18

12,39

11,94

12,51

Number of employees suffering
an accident in specific time period
per 1,000 employees
uvex group
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Environmental indicators

Environmental indicators

2011

2012

2013

2014

2011

2012

2013

2014

CO2 [kg]

0,13

0,16

0,22

0,18

Electricity (kWh)

0,48

0,57

0,5

0,41

0,3

0,3

0,4

0,4

0,042

0,047

0,032

0,039

0

0

0

0

Consumption per pair or unit

Consumption per pair or unit

Ear protection

Work wear and protective clothing
(uvex safety textiles)

CO2 [kg]

0,0023

0,0022

0,0017

0,0022

Electricity (kWh)

0,0042

0,0041

0,0030

0,0037

Water (litres)

0,0025

0,0023

0,0020

0,0019

Direct recycling (kg)

0,00002

0,00003

0,00003

0,00005

Energy recycling (kg)

0,00011

0,00012

0,00008

0,00012

Water (litres)
Direct recycling (kg)
Energy recycling (kg)

Energy consumption of site was optimised in 2013, by replacing compression technology with
energy-saving equipment, for example.

Gas consumption for heating above all contingent on length of period heating
is required and building entirely renovated to improve energy efficiency.
2011

2012

2013

2014
2011

2012

2013

2014

CO2 /gas

2,428

2,657

2,562

2,577

Electricity (kWh)

3,927

3,856

3,719

4,034

Water (litres)

0,0224

0,0209

0,0192

0,0218

Direct recycling (kg)

0,1456

0,2176

0,1647

0,1808

Consumption per pair or unit
Consumption per pair or unit

safety gloves (uvex safety gloves)
CO2 [kg]

0,021

0,030

0,045

0,043

0,21

0,22

0,23

0,25

0,8

1,2

1,7

1,7

Direct recycling (kg)

0,0032

0,0027

0,0045

0,0042

Energy recycling (kg)

0,0065

0,0088

0,0129

0,0124

Electricity (kWh)
Water (litres)

Increase due to substantial automation of manufacturing in 2013. Subsequent measures
to improve energy efficiency, in hot drying ovens, for example.
Switching process for handling hazardous waste types (thermal/chemical conversion)
reduces hazardous waste (only 10% of original volume remaining) as it increases
direct and energy recycling.

B-S-A (ski, cycling and riding helmets)

Electricity consumption per unit has increased as more complex helmets involve higher cycle times.
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Environmental indicators

2011

2012

2013

2014

CO2/oil

0,1297

0,1464

0,1541

0,1082

Electricity (kWh)

0,580

0,586

0,627

0,615

0,6125

0,4994

0,5276

0,4483

Direct recycling (kg)

0,0065

0,0057

0,0058

0,0052

Hazardous waste (kg)

0,0106

0,0127

0,0080

0,0062

Consumption per pair or unit
Lederdorn (ski goggles, ski helmets)

Water (litres)

Considerably more coating processes in 2014 while cleaning and hazardous waste were reduced.

2011

2012

2013

2014

0,2123

0,2045

0,1975

0,1400

0,067

0,063

0,058

0,047

Water (litres)

0,1388

0,1357

0,1467

0,1401

Direct recycling (kg)

0,0015

0,0019

0,0016

0,0019

Consumption per pair or unit
Nyrsko (ski goggles and safety eyewear)
CO2 / oil & electricity
Electricity (kWh)

In 2014, significant rise in output volumes due to more effective machines.
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Awards 2014

We are
constantly evolving

The uvex group above all has one aim for its products

For this reason, the majority of products are

and service solutions: to be the best in the business.

manufactured in Germany and elsewhere in Europe to

The family company’s strengths can be grouped into

ensure this high quality every single day. Quality not

three central brand values: leadership, quality and

only means guaranteeing the expected product

enthusiasm. They are both our mission and our

characteristics and features, but also exceeding

demand, because uvex group customers expect

minimum standards and norms for all products that

outstanding products that are of the highest quality.

come under the uvex group brand name.
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Awards 2014

Certifications

Certification of all German uvex safety group sites in
accordance with OHRIS // Certification of manufacturing
plants in Ceva, Italy, in accordance with OSHAS ISO 8001 //
ISO 26000 Sustainability standard for Swedish production
plant in Höör // All uvex safety group manufacturing sites
fulfil the requirements of ISO 9001
Filtral is also ISO certified.

Corporate Design Award 2014: outstanding work of
uvex group’s new CI recognised // Grand Prix of Medium-Sized Enterprises 2014: uvex group passes first stage of
competition nomination list // Integration Award 2014 for
exceptional sustainable commitment to improve prospects for
people with disabilities to integrate into working life // Top
National Employer 2014 // Axia Award 2014 // Eurobike
Award 2014: uvex sportstyle 702 // Cavallo Trophy – The
Golden Horse 2014: uvex exxential glamour wins in riding
helmet category // Reader’s Award 2014 from Tour
magazine: uvex ranked second in helmet category //
Reader’s Award 2014 of bike magazine: uvex placed third in
helmet category // Reader’s Award 2014 of bike magazine:
uvex comes third in eyewear category // “Gear of the Snow”
Award (SIA Show 2014): uvex snowstrike variotronic ski
goggles // ISPO AWARD GOLD WINNER 2014/2015:
uvex snowstrike variotronic ski goggles // Red Dot
Award 2014: uvex astrospec 2.0 safety eyewear
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Our
sustainability
targets
General targets:

Ecological targets:

Social targets:

Economic targets:

All uvex group plants certified in accordance
with ISO9001 // Introduction of DIN50001 //
Roll-out of OHRIS/OSHAS to various sites

Further reduce emissions through global
uvex fleet guidelines // Reduce energy
consumption in production of ear plugs and
safety footwear // Reduce carbon emissions
of buildings in Fürth through energy-efficient
renovation to the latest technological standard //
Use organic cotton (free from insecticides) in
textiles collection and entire supply chain // Use
green electricity at international sites as well //
Increase use of solvent-free paints in
production and consequently reduce harmful
emissions // Recyclable material concept to
optimise use of manufacturing waste as reusable
materials (upcycle plastic waste, distillation of
solvents from old paints and more)

Full adherence with all social standards // Develop uvex group employer brand and expand
options to enhance work-life integration for all
employees // Rainer Winter Foundation’s work
continued by the family in the long term

Further internationalise business areas //
Develop business model taking into account
digital transformation // Invest in process topics
(development process/SCM/online strategy),
new technologies, machines and new business
areas // Improve competitiveness
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External
audits





              







Though not included in this sustainability report, the complete
consolidated financial statements as required under German law,
consisting of the balance sheet, profit and loss account, notes to
the financial statements, cash flow statement and statement of
changes in equity as well as the group management report for the
financial year from 1 August 2013 to 31 July 2014 were issued with
the following audit certificate.
The remit of the audit certificate does not extend to this
sustainability report, which was neither audited nor reviewed.
The relevant indicators are marked with “x” in the
GRI G4 Content Index.
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GRI G4
Content Index
The GRI Materiality Disclosure Service for this report was carried
out by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). This new review
confirms that the standard disclosures and indicators G4-17 to
G4-27 are listed correctly in the index as well as the text of the
present sustainability report 2014.
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GRI G4 Content Index

General standard disclosures

Page

GRI G4
Index

General standard disclosures

Page

GRI G4
Index

Pages 8 - 11

-

G4-21

Report the aspect boundary outside the organisation

Page 5

-

Page 1

x

G4-22

Effect of any restatements of information;
reasons for restatements

(none, as this is first
ever uvex group
sustainability report)

-

Pages 12 & 13,
Pages 18 & 19

-

Page 13

x

G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting periods
in the scope and aspect boundaries

(none, as this is first
ever uvex group
sustainability report)

-

G4-1

Statement from senior decision-maker

G4-3

Organisation name

G4-4

Primary brands, products and services

G4-5

Location of the organisation’s headquarters

G4-6

Number of countries where the organisation operates

Pages 16 & 17

x

G4-7

Nature of ownership and legal form

Pages 14 & 15

x

G4-8

Markets served

Pages 13, 17, 19

x

G4-24

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation

Page 29

-

G4-9

Scale of organisation

Pages 13,
91 & 92

x

G4-25

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with
whom to engage

Page 28

-

G4-10

Employee data

Pages 91 - 96

x

G4-26

Organisation’s approach to stakeholder engagement

Pages 29 & 70

-

G4-11

Total employees covered by collective bargaining agreements

Pages 91 - 93

-

G4-27

Pages 30 & 31

-

G4-12

Organisation’s supply chain

Page 71

-

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through
stakeholder engagement

G4-13

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size,
structure, or ownership

(none, as this is first
ever uvex group
sustainability report)

-

G4-28

Reporting period

Page 5

-

G4-29

Date of most recent previous reports

-

G4-14

Whether and how the precautionary principle is addressed
by the organisation

Pages 25 - 31

-

(this is first ever
uvex group
sustainability report)

G4-30

Reporting cycle

Page 5

-

G4-15

Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters,
principles, or other initiatives to which the organisation subscribes
or which it endorses

G4-31

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents

Page 112

-

G4-32

In accordance option, Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
Content Index and Reference to External Assurance

Page 5
(essentially in
accordance)

-

G4-33

Organisation’s policy and current practice with regard to seeking
external assurance

(Auditing of the
consolidated financial
statements by
Rödl & Partner )

-

G4-34

Governance structure of the organisation

Pages 13 - 15

-

G4-56

Values, principles, standards and norms of behaviour such as
codes of conduct and codes of ethics

Pages 25 & 26

-

Pages 70, 75, 80 - 83

-

G4-16

Memberships of associations and national or international
advocacy organisations

Pages 80 - 83

-

G4-17

Entities included in the organisation’s consolidated financial
statements or comparable document

Pages 20 & 21

x

G4-18

Process for defining the report content and aspect boundaries

Page 5

-

G4-19

All the material aspects identified in the process for
defining report content

Page 5
(principal focus on
ecological aspects)

-

G4-20

Report the aspect boundary within the organisation

Page 5

-
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GRI G4 Content Index

Specific standard disclosures

Page

Specific standard disclosures

Externe

Page

Prüfung

DMA-EC

Management approach – economic performance

Pages 85 - 87

x

G4-EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

Pages 90 & 91

x

G4-EC7

Development and impact of infrastructure investments
and services supported

Page 61

-

G4-EC9

Proportion of spending on local suppliers at
significant locations of operation

Pages 58 - 67

-

DMA-EN

Management approach – environment

G4-EN5

Energy intensity

G4-EN6

Page 55

-

Pages 97 - 100

-

Reduction of energy consumption

Pages 58 - 67,
97 - 100

-

G4-EN7

Reductions in energy requirements of products and services

Pages 58 - 67

-

G4-EN8

Total volume of water by source

Pages 97 - 100
(in relation
to production unit.
Withdrawn from the
respective source
of the
local water supplier)

-

Pages 97 - 100

-

G4-EN18

GHG emissions intensity

G4-EN19

Reduction of GHG emissions

Pages 58 - 67,
97 - 100, 77 - 79

-

G4-EN23

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

Pages 97 - 100
(in relation to
production unit)

-

G4-EN27

Extent of impact mitigation of environmental impacts
of products and services

Pages 58 - 67

-

G4-EN29

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of
non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
environmental laws and regulations

Page 26
(none)

-

Pages 43 - 45

-

DMA-LA

Management approach –labour practices

Externe
Prüfung

G4-LA2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not
provided to temporary or part-time employees, by significant
locations of operation

G4-LA10

Pages 43 & 44

-

Programmes for skills management and lifelong learning

Pages 48 - 52

-

G4-LA13

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

Page 53

-

G4-LA14

Percentage of new suppliers that were screened
using labour practices criteria

Pages 69 & 70

-

DMA-HR

Management approach – human rights

Pages 69 & 70

-

G4-HR1

Total number and percentage of significant investment agreements
and contracts that include human rights clauses

Pages 69 & 70

-

G4-HR10

Percentage of new suppliers that were screened
using human rights criteria

Pages 69 & 70

-

DMA-SO

Management approach – social obligation

Pages 80 - 83

-

G4-SO4

Communication and training on anti-corruption policies
and procedures

Page 26

-

G4-SO7

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour,
anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes

Page 26
(none)

-

G4-SO8

Total monetary value of significant fines

Page 26
(none)

-

DMA-PR

Management approach – product portfolio

Page 75

-

G4-PR1

Percentage of significant product and service categories for which
health and safety impacts are assessed for improvement

Page 75
(all our protective
products subject
to PPE Directive
89/686/EEC)

-

G4-PR6

Sale of banned or disputed products

Page 26
(none)

-

G4-PR7

Incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning marketing communications

Page 26
(none)

-
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Contact
UVEX WINTER HOLDING GmbH & Co. KG
Würzburger Str. 181
DE-90766 Fürth, Germany
Georg Höfler - CFO
T +49.(0).911.97 36-1517
E g.hoefler@uvex.de
Imprint
UVEX WINTER HOLDING GmbH & Co. KG
Würzburger Str. 181
90766 Fürth
Germany
T +49.(0)911.97 36-0
F +49.(0)911.97 36-375
E holding@uvex.de
at: 3 September 2015

uvex 1 safety shoe
The first safety shoe in Germany to be certified
according to the EU Ecolabel in 2013.
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